WILL THE CIRCLE BE UNBROKEN (Paired with Your Long Journey)
Sung by Gilian Welch & Friends: WATCH/LISTEN

YOUR LONG JOURNEY by Rosa Lee & Doc Watson
Sung by Robert Plant & Alison Krauss: WATCH/LISTEN

WE RISE by Rhiannon Giddens: WATCH/LISTEN

UP ABOVE MY HEAD
Sung by Sister Rosetta Tharpe: WATCH/LISTEN
We will sing a version closer to the bluegrass style: WATCH/LISTEN

ALL THAT YOU HAVE IS YOUR SOUL by Tracy Chapman
Sung by Emmylou Harris: WATCH/LISTEN

LOVE CAN BUILD A BRIDGE by The Judds: WATCH/LISTEN

THANKS BE TO THEE by Handel
(This recording is a classical version sung by Barbara Streisand.) We will sing Nick’s folk/country version of it. WATCH/LISTEN
THANKS BE TO THEE by Handel Video Sampler: WATCH/LISTEN